
BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

        The BM kart engine was originally a separate engine manufacture until 1976 when IAME corporation
took over from the ROVELLI Family who had won the previous 3 World Championships with BM karts
and engines.
        This engine is a short stroke version TT ported Reed Valve induction. The BM Atlas 15TT was still
being sold new in Australia as late as the mid 80's.
        The distinctive trade mark was the cylinder nuts were external at the base of the cylinder , when the
majority of it's competitors used long studs from the cylinder head down through to the crankcase. Also
a lot of the bolts were imperial thread.

50.84
48.5

BM ATLAS 15TT KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

BM ATLAS
15TT

F10670
REED

BM ATLAS www.agskartparts.com.au



DAP T50 KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
NEW DAP T50 to CHALLENGE KT100S
        The Japanese Yamaha concern has for many years
controlled an important segment of the kart market .
Their KT100S model has been adopted in many 
countries for the use in single engine class's . America
was the first to move this way and other countries 
followed. The reason of coarse is that this beautifully
simple piston port engine is easy and economical to use
while providing more than a reasonable performance.
        DAP is the first European firm to stop laughing at
the KT100S and to realize it's market potential . The 
result of this realization is the DAP T50 , a simple 
piston port engine based on the DAP T90R reed valve
engine. 
       DAP have been very clever and have managed to use
most of the original T90R parts, the only major change
from the reed to the piston port being the cylinder design
and even that bears more than a close resemblance to
the reed valve cylinder . Of coarse DAP had the head
start in that their inlet track was already located in the
cylinder and needed only slight modification to change
the unit to a piston port induction.
       As can be seen from the accompanying port diaphragm
the DAP engine would fit nicely into our Clubman class.
it complies with the American piston port class where
DAP are very interested in marketing the engine . To do
this the port dimensions have been kept within the 
American limitations and the crankshaft drive end has
been machined to accept the ever popular clutch used 
by the Americans.
       This detailing to suit the American market goes right down to the use of the WALBRO
carburetor and the circular outlet of legal dimensions that will accept a standard KT100S
exhaust gasket . From this one would also assume that the port finish is left as cast. 
However this would have to be verified. Whether or not DAP apply for Homologation into 
the new Australia Clubman class remains to be seen . But as DAP have been able to build
the T70 down to Class Australia prices , it would seen that they could match Yamaha prices
with this simpler engine . However we will simply have to wait and see.

THIS EXTRACT IS FROM THE January 20 1984 Australian Kart Report Mag.

DAP T50 American www.agskartparts.com.au



NEW DAP T50 to CHALLENGE KT100S
        The Japanese Yamaha concern has for many years
controlled an important segment of the kart market .
Their KT100S model has been adopted in many 
countries for the use in single engine class's . America
was the first to move this way and other countries 
followed. The reason of coarse is that this beautifully
simple piston port engine is easy and economical to use
while providing more than a reasonable performance.
        DAP is the first European firm to stop laughing at
the KT100S and to realize it's market potential . The 
result of this realization is the DAP T50 , a simple 
piston port engine based on the DAP T90R reed valve
engine. 
       DAP have been very clever and have managed to use
most of the original T90R parts, the only major change
from the reed to the piston port being the cylinder design
and even that bears more than a close resemblance to
the reed valve cylinder . Of coarse DAP had the head
start in that their inlet track was already located in the
cylinder and needed only slight modification to change
the unit to a piston port induction.
       As can be seen from the accompanying port diaphragm
the DAP engine would fit nicely into our Clubman class.
      In the early 80's the Clubman Class was not yet running
in Australia . This DAP engine was homologated into
Class Australia class to go head to head with the KT100S,
DAP T70A which was now being dropped in Europe and
the aging TG14/SS20 Parilla's . These T50 piston port and 
the following new piston ports of other manufacture's would
eventually be the death knock of the rotary engines.
THIS EXTRACT IS FROM THE January 20 1984 Australian Kart Report Mag.
The engine in the photo is not the American version , it has the T90 type
exhaust header and port shape

Standard Crankcase
BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE Standard Crankcase
This DAP T50 Piston Port engine has been modified , the bottom of the cylinder transfer port have been extended down 

into the crankcase & transfer passages cut into the crankcase.

Modified Crankcase

Modified Cyl. At the transfers

54.00mm

51.00mm

T50 DAP KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

DAP

T50

PISTON PORT

 

Modified Crankcase

DAP T50 Class Aust www.agskartparts.com.au
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DAP T72 ROTARY VALVE ENGINE

BRAND of ENGINE DAP

MODEL T72 CRANKCASE HAS STRAIGHT VERTICAL FINS

ENG. NUMBER 2169 CYLINDER FIN AT EXHAUST HAS NO SUPPORTS

TYPE ROTARY

BORE SIZE-DIA. 50.00mm

STOKE 54.00mm

DAP T72 www.agskartparts.com.au



Australian Kart Report July 12 , 1981 

DAP T73 agskartparts.com.au



AUSTRALIAN KART REPORT JAN 12 1982
FEB 18 1982

Australian Kart Report DAP70A agskartparts.com.au
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DAP T77 ROTARY VALVE ENGINE

BRAND of ENGINE DAP

MODEL T77

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE ROTARY

BORE SIZE-DIA. 50.04mm

STOKE 54.00mm

NOTES

     This DAP T77 has been highly modified in the cylinder ports & passages . The front boost port has been increased in size and 2 extra 
smaller ports added. These ports has increased the actual size of the boost port by a considerable amount. Also there has been 2 extra
smaller ports added each side the exhaust port . The side transfer ports have been increased in size , and the crankcase ports have been 
also increased in size to accommodate the cylinder port increase both in the number of ports and their sizes.
     All these modifications would have taken a lot of time and skill to accomplish . The bore size is out to 50.00mm .

CRANKCASE HAS STRAIGHT HORIZONTAL FINS CYLINDER FIN AT EXHAUST HAS  SUPPORTS

DAP T77 agskartparts.com.au



BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL  

ENG. NUMBER  

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

   KOMET K55 is a TT port [boost port] REED VALVE engine goes back a long way in karting and was still current in
the last few years . This engine was resarected to run in karting untill just recently slightly updated with a 135 large
header and pipe.

PISTON CAGE 20mm
CONROD HI FI 96mm
BIG END PIN 18mm X 43mm
PISTON PIN 14mm X 40mm

48.50mm

KOMET K55 KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

KOMET

K55

REED

51.25mm

M29119

KOMET K55 www.agskartparts.com.au



   The Parilla TG14 has been around since early days
of karting . This TG14 is not the earliest , using the
moto plat ignition and the brass inlet manifold for the
Tillotson  instead of the bowl type carburetor. The flat
section on the front of the crankcase is for the addition
of pulse type fuel pump. The rotary valve is standard
94mm diameter . The crankshaft drive nut thread is
LH and the Ignition use's a pin to locate the rotor 
instead of the usual wood rough key. 

BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

ROTARY
48.2mm
53.5mm

Parilla TG14 KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

Drive nut LH thread

PARILLA
TG14
6700

PARILLA TG14 points ign www.agskartparts.com.au



   The Parilla TG14 has been around since early days
of karting . This TG14 is not the earliest , using the
moto plat ignition and the brass inlet manifold for the
Tillotson  instead of the bowl type carburetor. The flat
section on the front of the crankcase is for the addition
of pulse type fuel pump. The rotary valve is standard
94mm diameter . The crankshaft drive nut thread is
LH and the Ignition use's a pin to locate the rotor 
instead of the usual wood rough key. The combustion
chamber in the cylinder head is also different featuring
an oval type rather than concentric round type as we
know now.

BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE BM CONROD WITH BRONZE BUSH L/E 19.80mm WIDE

BORE SIZE-DIA. 85.90mm DIA . CRANKSHAFT WHEELS 100mm CONROD

STOKE NO BIGEND SPACERS , USE'S WIDE TOP LITTLE END TO CONTROLL THE CONROD

Cylinder head combustion chamber

53.5mm
48.6mm

Parilla TG14 KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

PARILLA

TG14

ROTARY
 

Ignition has pin not a key Drive nut LH thread

PARILLA TG14 www.agskartparts.com.au



SS20 Parilla KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS
   The SS20 Iame engine is a later version of the
successful TG14 engines that had been around for
many years. The SS20 has no boost port cut into the 
crankcase , the boost port is feed through a window in
the piston. 
    In 1980 AKA Technical Conference made the decision
make a new class called Class Australia from the beginning
of 1981. This Class would have such engines as Yamaha
KT100S , DAP T70A & PCR .
    With 11cc minimum head cc. which was larger than the
previous international engine and required a larger  
combustion bowl diameter. Fitted to the engine was a
25.00mm Tillotson butterfly carburetor.

BRAND of ENGINE PARILLA

MODEL SS20  

ENG. NUMBER   

TYPE ROTARY [CLASS AUST]

BORE SIZE-DIA. 48.04mm In 1980 The Retail price of the complete engine including muffler .
STOKE 54.00mm $448.00

PARILLA SS20 www.agskartparts.com.au



BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

Crankcase front section has no vertical fins to enable a fuel pump to be fitted. Exhaust gasket surface is further out than the later
cylinders , 30.70mm to outside fins. Ignition side are drilled to take Ignition cover but base machined off. Rotary valve cover is smaller
overall diameter & mounting bolt PCD is smaller. Has no coil mount on the rotary cover. Rotary valve is 94.00mm dia. [same as SS20]
The rotary recess is 95.60mm dia. 
Crankcase bolts , 6 x 70mm [rotary cover] 1 x 65mm [front top] 1 x 60mm [rear top]

ROTARY

48.60mm

53.50mm

TT22 Parilla KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

PARILLA 

TT22

M1255

PARILLA TT22 www.agskartparts.com.au



BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL 

ENG. NUMBER

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

      The Parilla TT65 was the last small bore long stroke reed valve IAME produced during the mid 80's
This engine's crankshaft has square crankwheel edges with plastic counter weights and outside dia. 
LH and RH side crankcase halves are cast and machined the same , you can run a LH rotation moto plat 
ignition on the RH side to enable it to be run as a LH 200 super engine . The only other thing you need to do is 
to turn the crankshaft around to have the ignition small key on the RH side while  maintaining the correct 
direction of the piston. The conrod is 100mm Hi Fi spaced at the bigend with a hollow pin . 

This particular engine has been bored to take the later 50.00mm coated single ring piston. Because the distance
from the ring down to the piston pin is less on the later pistons you need to machine the base of the cylinder to 
allow it to be dropped to obtain the same port timing as before.This can sometimes allow the bottom of the piston
to go past the bottom of the exhaust port and open the exhaust to the crankcase at TDC. This does not seem to 

REED
[standard 47.80mm] 50mm

54mm

PARILLA TT65 KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

PARILLA
TT65

 

PARILLA TT65  50mm AGS www.agskartparts.com.au



ROTAX- the manufactures of the famous
125 and 250cc engines so widely used in the
gearbox karting in Europe have now entered
into the field of 100cc , purpose built kart
engines. With the reputation for fine 
engineering and success in completion that
this firm already has , the new R100 Rotax
as it known , will almost centennially be an
immediate threat to the establishment.
  The engine has a displacement of 99.157cc
and this achieved through a bore of 50.00mm
and a stroke of 50.50mm making the engine 
marginally a long stroker.
   The engine is supplied standard with a 
26mm Ibea carburetor and features a four
port cylinder layout similar to the 135cc
Komet . The port timings are 87.0 degrees 
for the exhaust and 62.4 degrees for the 
transfers with the rotary valve opening the
inlet 130 degrees before T.D.C and closing
off at 70 degrees A.T.D.C. 
    The engine uses a 100mm conrod and the
cylinder volume to the top of the spark plug
hole is 9.28cc . The recommended piston to
bore clearance is .9mm and the recommended
spark plug is the Bosch W370 S2S . 
recommended timing is 2.5mm B.T.D.C.
     A little hard to believe is the recommended
change over period for the conrod assembly of 15 hours . If this is correct, then the engine would be exceptionally
economical to use , to the point of making International class . However we are extremely sceptical and cannot see ,
proving the engine turns out competitive power , how it could possibly give this increase in service life over other 100cc
International engines. Only time will tell.

This was written in June 20 1983 AUSTRALIAN KART REPORT

This engine is spaced at the bigend with a 15 roller bigend bearing & caged piston bearing .

BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL  

ENG. NUMBER  

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE

1983 ROTAX ROTARY KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

50.50mm

ROTAX

R100

REED

50.04mm

185263

ROTAX R100 www.agskartparts.com.au



There is no fin suport 
around the exhaust port,

6mm exhaust studs .

On the bottom of the alloy 
casing is the year of
manufacture.

1987 model engine has a split Up to & including the 1987 model has no
boost port between the front & rear crankcase fins

coil mount is in the centre of the case.
BRAND of ENGINE

MODEL  

ENG. NUMBER  

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE 50.50mm

1987 ROTAX 100cc ROTARY KART ENGINE SPECIFICATION

ROTAX

ROTARY

50.02mm

235684

ROTAX ROTARY 1987 www.agskartparts.com.au



Exhaust fin
support section

7mm exhaust
studs.

Crankcase has cut away sections between the bottom of the fins . The coil is 
mounted to the outside .

     The Rotax rotary engines from the first kart 100cc rotary in 1983 through to the 1989 engine. The most
obvious change was the shape of the cylinder head and fining. The rest of the engine did not change much.
In 1987 rotax introduced a boost port with a divider, then in 1988 &  9 went back to the single open boost port.
    Rotary cover use's gasket. The last Rotax 100cc to use Moto Plat ignition the next model with the nicosil bore
use's PVL ignition .
BRAND of ENGINE Head 8.8cc 
MODEL Ignition Timing .083''
ENG. NUMBER  

TYPE

BORE SIZE-DIA.

STOKE 50.00mm

1988-89 ROTAX ROTARY KART ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

ROTAX

ROTARY

50.05mm

266047

ROTAX ROTARY 1988-89 www.agskartparts.com.au
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